Segmental differentiation in the leech nervous system: the genesis of cell number in the segmental ganglia of Haemopis marmorata.
In hirudinid leeches, the segmental ganglia associated with the sexual organs contain several hundred more neurons than other midbody ganglia. To determine whether this difference arises by differential cell addition or by differential cell death, cell counts were made in several segmental ganglia during the course of embryonic and postembryonic development. The results show that all ganglia behave equally in early development. In each case, at least 10-20% more cells than will make up the adult complement of about 400 neurons is generated, and by about 20 days of embryonic development cell loss brings the number down to about 400 cells. By about 30 days, when animals emerge from their cocoons, additional cells have begun to appear in the sex ganglia. The number of extra cells continue to increase gradually over the next several months, until the adult number of 600-700 neurons is attained. These observations indicate that at least some segmental differences in the size of neuronal populations are due to differential cell proliferation and that these differences can arise quite late in the maturation of an animal.